The verb quipon make sound with the voice is a generic verb that is used in many other situations where no specific verb exists (such as for purr and cluck).
Human Vocal Non-speech sounds
The following verbs are used for describing sounds that (typically) humans make with their mouths without using words. 
Human Speech Sounds
The basic, intransitive verb for make a musical sound is ccah, which is used for musical sounds made both by people, birds (for example, roosters crowing and general bird singing), and inanimate objects (for example, radios and one's ears when they are ringing). The derived noun eáh can refer to a musical note.
The causative verbs that are based on this root are the following: caahit play musical instrument, ipl caahit make tongue trill (as in war), and caahi imitate the sound of the deer (for hunting).
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The verb quipon make sound with the voice is a general verb for vocalizing. It is derived from the noun root -apon voice. 24 It typically refers to the sounds made by mammals (donkeys, coyotes, deer, etc.) and humans, but not by birds (for which the word eáh, from ccah make musical sound, is used).
A person's voice may be described as being high and squeaky ( coosot) or low (caxax), as for sounds described earlier in §1. 25 A high voice may also be quiinla (have a metallic ring), and a low voice may, in addition, be described with as csop (lit., thick), or caacoj (lit., big), 26 or hantx coofin (lit., pass low). The voice of a soft-spoken person is quimáaxat (drab-colored) .
A voice may be caxax raspy, or captj low raspy, although the latter especially describes the raspiness of a crow's voice. One may talk jerkily ( cöcacáapyas), with tremors ( cxapjö) or with many pauses ( ipon cayáamot; lit., make one's voice go slowly). One's voice may "break" unexpectedly, in which case it is cooxp white. An adolescent boy's voice that is changing is quiix (lit., inflated).
General verbs of speaking
Several verbs are used in a very general sense of speaking.
(4) a. say quee (intr.).
This verb is commonly used to introduce and to follow direct quotes, using the formula: Ox tee yoque: - This verb (which is morphologically irregular) commonly occurs as part of a sentence that contains second-hand information. Common forms in this usage are yoque one says/said, or yocyo they (unspecified) say/said. The verb also follows indirect quotes which are morphologically not embedded but rather in non-final form.
c. say, tell quih (trans.).
This verb may be used in the sense of say (a word), talk about (something) , and also say with some kind of indirect quote. It also is commonly used in the passive voice, especially nominalized, to mean be named.
d. say to quii (trans.).
[ Addressee /DirectObject ] This verb also introduces and follows direct quotes, using the formula: Ox itái yoque: -[quotation] -ox itái yoque. Thus s/he said to him/her, it is said: -[quotation] -thus s/he said to him/her, it is said. This verb is also commonly used in the passive voice to mean be named.
e. say quimx (trans.).
[ Theme/DirectObject (Addressee/RelationalNounPhrase) ]
This verb is used in the expression cmique iimx Seri language. There is also a detransitivized form coomx, and another form cöcaamx which requires an indirect object that is a singular addressee. This form also means promise. The causative verb cacóomx means denounce or accuse (someone); and the reflexive causative verb isoj cacóomx means admit or confess (to something). The iterative form appears in the expression ijáaptoj quimazxa talk with humor (lit., say oddly). 27 The iterative form of the detransitivized verb, coomazxa, also means brag about amorous experiences; iqui coomazxa means report gossip to the person that it is about.
f. speak to, with, about; discuss czaxö (trans.). This is a very common verb, but its subcategorization frame is not simple (see Marlett 1993 31 The derived noun icóos song comes from this verb. The causative form cahóosit means sing to receive the power of (something) .
32 This is the causative form of quitáasit have a name. 33 The first word means high; the verb has the noun root crow in it. 34 The verb means receive greetings when it is used intransitively and takes an indirect object that is the person from whom greetings are received. The verb means greet when it is used transitively and the direct object is the person greeted; the verb still takes indirect object morphology as well, obscuring the state of affairs. 35 According to traditional Seri belief, Coen is a spirit which looks like an old woman and harms a child.
Verbs of hearing and listening
To complete this discussion of verbs of speaking, we also include verbs of hearing and listening. (7) 
